The Lambek calculus, an intuitionistic fragment of Linear Logic, has recently been rediscovered by linguists. Due to its built-in hypothetical reasoning mechanism, it allows for describing a certain range of those phenomena in natural language syntax which involve incomplete subphrases or moved constituents.
Introduction
In certain linguistic theories, many syntactic phenomena are explained by a concept of \movement" of a subphrase from its standard position to somewhere else in the sentence, leaving behind some kind of \gap" or \trace". For example, the subphrase \John loves" of the sentence \The woman who John loves likes sushi." is considered to be an incomplete sentence with the internal structure \John loves " where is the trace for the removed object noun phrase. Advocates of Categorial Grammars proposed to use logical rules like functional composition 1], or functional abstraction 17] to reason about partial syntactic structures. The functional abstraction rule forms part of the so-called Lambek calculus 15] . This calculus may be considered a member of the family of Linear Logics because it does not contain any of the structural rules of classical logic (weakening, contraction, permutation).
The main goal of this paper is to describe a theorem proving algorithm for the Lambek calculus which not only functions as a natural language parser but also makes use of a standard technique in parsing, a chart (a lemma table), to increase the e ciency. First, we de ne the necessary details of (Lambek) categorial grammars. Second, the idea of parsing with the Lambek calculus is introduced based on a simple shift-reduce parsing technique. Then, the main algorithm, which includes a chart, is presented. Finally, we discuss brie y several other approaches of parsing categorial grammars.
This paper is an improved version of the author's earlier presentations of a chart parser for Lambek categorial grammars ( 13] , 12], and 14]).
Basic categorial grammars
An early version of a categorial grammar, which we would like to name basic (bidirectional) categorial grammar, has been de ned by Bar-Hillel and his colleagues in the late fties 3]. A basic categorial grammar is de ned by a set of categories (or syntactic types) which is the closure of a nite set of atomic categories under the category-forming rule: If x and y are categories then x=y and ynx are categories. These complex categories are also named functor categories, the category x is called value category, and the category y is referred to as the argument category. A category (x 11 : : : n((x 1p nx)=x 2q ) : : : =x 21 ) with a series of left and right arguments will be abbreviated as (xj $ x 1p;2q ). If the category takes only right (resp. left) arguments then it is written (x= ! x 2q ) (resp. (xn x 1p )). Like in a phrase structure grammar, there is a distinguished atomic category which represents the start symbol or goal category of the grammar. The lexicon L is a function from a nite set of lexemes onto a set of nite sets of categories. These nite sets of alternative categories for a word can either be given extensionally, or intensionally by lexical rules with nite output and applicability. There are no syntax rules in the strict sense which would determine how speci c categories might combine but there is the small set B N of combination schemata or inference rules which are given in de nition 1 in the Natural Deduction format (cf. 27]).
De nition 1 (Operator elimination rules) x, y categories; U 1 , U 2 non-empty category sequences; 5 other inference steps These rules de ne how argument positions of functor categories are lled. The rule (=Elim) reads: If the category x=y can be derived (by applications of the elimination rules or by trivial identity) from the category sequence U 1 and the category y can be derived from the sequence U 2 , then the category x can be derived from the concatenated sequence U 1 ; U 2 . More commonly, the operator elimination rules come in a slightly di erent shape under the names of leftward and rightward functional application rules.
De nition 2 (Functional application rules) y; ynx ! x (app n ) x=y; y ! x (app = )
Extended categorial grammars
In order to handle \movement" phenomena, i.e. syntactic structures which deviate from the presumed basic word order of a given natural language, in many computational approaches, the syntactic categories are annotated with additional information to allow for \gap-threading" (see e.g. 4], 26]). Extended versions of categorial grammars, however, do not extend the de nition of syntactic category but the set of inference rules, which manipulate the categories.
Combinatory Categorial Grammars
The common denominator of the various versions of Combinatory Categorial Grammars is a concept of functional composition in addition to variants of the functional application rules. The rst extensive syntactic use of a functional composition rule appears in Ades and Steedman's paper 1] 1 . The basic bidirectional versions of the rules of functional composition read:
De nition 3 (Functional composition rules) zny; ynx ! znx (fc n ) x=y; y=z ! x=z (fc = )
The rule (fc = ) states: If a functor category x=y nds only an incomplete argument category y=z, i.e. which, itself, still lacks an argument z, then these two partial categories can be, nevertheless, combined to form the category x=z, which expresses the fact that z is still missing.
Lambek categorial grammars
Following a proposal from early mathematical linguistics by Lambek 15] The category y is not a member of the initial category sequence of the input sentence.
It is a hypothetical category which has been added \temporarily" to perform the subderivation with root category x. Of course, unrestricted addition of hypotheses leads to possibly in nite detours when deriving a proof. However, this situation is ruled out by the requirement that the proof tree have Prawitz normal form 27]: The complex root category (x=y) of an operator introduction step must not serve as the main functor category in an operator elimination step. Or to put it otherwise, the conclusion of an introduction step may only be the argument of some other category. Now an operator introduction step needs only to occur in the presence of a higher order functor category which can take the conclusion of an operator introduction as its argument. Hence, the Prawitz normal form amounts to the requirement that the use of an additional hypothesis (or a \trace", in linguistic terminology) must be \licensed" by some category of the original input sequence, i.e. by a category of one of the words in the input string. We call such a higher order category x 0 =(x=y) which contains a hypothetical category y in the indicated subcategory position an emitter category. 
A simple parsing method
In order to give a taste how parsing with Lambek categorial grammars works, we rst describe a simple, non-deterministic bottom-up style parser which is based on the idea of \shift-reduce parsing" (cf. 2]).
Basic categorial grammars
A bottom-up parser (i.e. a parser which works from the categories of the input string towards the goal category) for a basic categorial grammar is a backward-chaining the- 
Lambek categorial grammars
In the parsing algorithm B S , a stack member may serve as an argument of a functor category which was initially located in any other part of the stack. However, in order to model the subderivations in the Lambek calculus which use additional hypotheses, separate sections of a stack have to be marked which must not exchange information in general. This can be done by generalizing the stack data structure to a stack of stack-sequence pairs.
De nition 6 (Shift-reduce parser L S for a Lambek categorial grammar)
Add the following rules to the shift-reduce parser for basic categorial grammars in de nition 5 (p, q number of left resp. right hypotheses of the emitter; U 1 designates a sequence of simple stack elements or a category sequence depending on its use):
. . . .
U (discharge)
In the shift-reduce parser for Lambek categorial grammars, one operator introduction step (see gure 1) translates into at least three stack operations:
1. emit the hypotheses of one emitter and start a new substack 2. perform the subderivation based on the hypotheses 3. discharge the hypotheses, i.e. remove the substack The three types of stack operations and their counterparts in the Natural Deduction calculus are illustrated in gure 5. Without loss of generality, all the introduction steps for an emitter can be carried out in one go. This was the basis for the formulation of the emission and discharge rules in de nition 6.
The parser L S , as de ned above, has the drawback of \derivational equivalence", because certain transitions between stack con gurations can be obtained by more than one sequence of inference steps, see e.g. the two alternative proof sections in gure 6. However, this problem can be eliminated without harm to other, relevant choices among possible rule applications, by adding the condition that an emission rule has priority over a reduction rule.
Result 7 The calculi L N and L S are strongly equivalent, i.e. every L N -proof tree can be mapped on exactly one L S -proof tree and vice versa. Proof Induction on the number of operator elimination steps in an L N -proof tree resp. induction on the number of reduction steps in an L S -proof tree. A trivial L N -tree is mapped on an application of the (success)-axiom and vice versa. An elimination step with no preceding operator introduction steps corresponds to a reduction step and vice versa. An elimination step which is preceded by introduction steps matches a reduction step plus a pair of an emission and a discharge step, using a generalization of the proof step correspondences in gure 5.
Chart Parsing
The two parses of the sentence \time ies like an arrow" contain the same analysis for the substring \an arrow". But a naive backtracking parser will reanalyze this substring for every new global analysis. This redundant work can be avoided by using a lemma table or a chart where intermediate results are stored for reuse in alternative branches of the proof search. De nition 9 (A simple control strategy for the chart parser B C )
Basic categorial grammars
When a new item has been created, immediately perform all possible inference steps which can now be triggered.
Since no inference steps are postponed, this method obviously must be a complete one. From a linguistic perspective, it has also has the advantage of parsing \incrementally" as new words are scanned from the input sentence.
Lambek categorial grammars
The indices of a chart item tell which subsequence of input words provided the basis for its derivation. In the case of the basic categorial grammars, this relation is straightforward due to the fact that the input categories come with a xed ordering. Hence, it is su cient to make use of the start and the end position to represent a subsequence in a unique way. However, before an L N -derivation is carried out, it
is not determined at which positions additional hypotheses will occur. In order to properly keep track of the input categories of a subderivation, i.e. of the leaf propositions of the corresponding L N -proof tree, they have to be collected in lists which are extended when categories are combined. Discharge steps cause the removal of a proposition from a list. Associating the lists of leaf categories with chart items is enough to guarantee a sound algorithm. But, for the sake of e ciency, a list of input categories can be abbreviated into a structure which we want to call a (complex) index position. The abbreviation is based on the following observations concerning the shift-reduce parser L S :
1. The rightward (resp. leftward) hypotheses from one emitter are ordered according to the same principles as the original input categories and therefore may be called a mini-chart. 2. Only the rst element of a mini-chart is attached to somewhere else. 3. Consecutively created substacks (due to emission steps) are themselves arranged in a stack structure. The initialization and the success rule are analagous to those of the chart parser B C .
The completer step, however, has been split into several cases:
The rule (compl = s n ) treats the case where a functor and its argument share an index position in the original input sequence. 1. The argument category in a completer step must be either an atomic category or it must have been marked with an emitter-identi er by an application of a discharge rule. This condition prevents the parser from nding two analyses for sequences like e.g. x 0 =(x 1 =x 2 ); x 1 =x 2 .
2. If two complex index positions are stacked on top of each other, the completer rules must check that each emitter-identi er is mentioned at most once in the new complex index position. In this way, the parser is always guaranteed to terminate. Otherwise, sequences like e.g. x 0 =(x 1 =(x 2 =x 2 )); x 1 =(x 2 =x 2 ) would cause problems.
The emitter rule adds a new item for each hypotheses of an emitter e. A discharge rule comes into action if all the hypotheses of an emitter e have been used in a derivation for the desired subgoal category. Then a new item is created with the original complex argument category and new position indices where the information on the use of the current mini-chart has been omitted. The rules (disc l) and (disc r) account for the cases that either the right or the left mini-chart has been empty. Figure 7 shows the correspondences between crucial operations of the stack-based parser L S and inference steps of the chart parser L C . A sample derivation for the sentence every woman likes a man is presented in gure 8. In order to make things less trivial, the potential for scope ambiguities has been encoded into the categories for the noun phrases. Although the chart corresponds to the two L S -derivations which re ect the possible scope orderings, some subderivations are shared.
Result 13
The calculi L S and L C are strongly equivalent, i.e. every L S -proof tree can be mapped on an L C -proof tree and every L C -proof corresponds to a non-redundant list of L S -proofs. Proof Induction on the number of reduction steps in an L S -proof tree resp. induction on the number of completer steps in an L C -proof tree. For both calculi, the trivial tree is labeled with the corresponding (success) axiom. Assume that there exists an L C -proof for an L S -tree of size n. The (n + 1)st reduction step of the next bigger tree is either the most recent inference step ( rst case) or the reduction step preceding the last (emit)/(discharge)-pair (second case). The L C -counterpart of the (n + 1)st reduction step is an application of the rule (compl = s n ). In the rst case, the required L C -subtree is exactly the tree which is provided by the induction hypothesis. In the second case, the L C -tree which corresponds to the L S -subderivation between the (discharge)-step and its (emit)-step partner has to be modi ed in the following way: All (compl = s n )-inferences dealing with the newly introduced hypotheses must be replaced by the appropriate (compl = l), (compl = r), (compl = s l ), or (compl = s r ) steps in order to construct the desired L C -derivation (cf. g. 7). For building an L S -derivation from an L C -proof tree, the inverted procedure is required where the specialized completer steps are replaced by (compl = s n ) in order to obtain a sub-derivation for which an L S -counterpart exists according to the (new) induction hypothesis.
The assumption that two series of L C -inferences which are distinguished by their completer steps may be translated by the above construction into the same section of an L S -proof leads to a contradiction since di erent L C -completer steps are mapped on di erent L S -completer steps. The theoretical complexity bounds are re ected in the results of test runs on a major workstation of the Prolog implementation which has been derived from the de nitions in this paper. The sentence in gure 3 is parsed in about 1 second with 25 chart entries. However, the highly ambiguous, arti cial example (x 0 =a)=(x 1 =(a=a)); x 1 =(x 2 =(a=a)); x 2 =(a=a); a=a; a=a; a=a; a=a; a=a; a (with goal category x 0 ) requires approximately 50 seconds and produces about 300 chart entries from which its six di erent L N -derivation trees may be extracted.
Related work 4.1 Combinatory Categorial Grammars
There have been several proposals for chart parsers for Combinatory Categorial Grammars. The main problem they have to tackle is to lter out derivational equivalences, e.g. The rst approach is the use of equivalence tests to select the representant of an equivalence class which quali es for further combination steps 9] 2 . Thus, spurious ambiguity occurs only locally and does not carry over to the nal parse results. But it means that still some super uous work has to be done.
In a second group of methods, systems of inference rules are used for parsing which deviate in deductive coverage from the grammar calculi they are supposed to handle. Pareschi's and Steedman's 25] parser for a Combinatory Categorial Grammar consists of a type raising rule, and slightly modi ed rules of functional application and functional composition. The modi cation consists in a check whether the left partner of the combination rule has not been \blocked". In addition, the functional composition rule marks its right input category as being blocked for the subsequent derivation. In order to make up for the blocking of certain categories, a rule of \revealing" is added: 
Grammars based on Hypothetical Reasoning
The Lambek calculus seems better suited for formulations of parsers where derivational equivalences can be completely ruled out without having to change the original deductive capacity. Top-down driven parsers without chart have been de ned by K onig 11], Hepple 7] , and Moortgat 18] .
Building on the current approach, Hepple has developed an alternative version of a Lambek chart parser 8]. Hepple's algorithm lters out certain useless subderivations which will be produced by the algorithm L C for sequences like e.g.
x 0 =x 1 ; x 1 =(x 2 =x 1 ); x 2 =x 1 (useless subderivation for the sequence x 0 =x 1 ; x 1 ). This ltering is done at the cost of constructing and storing a data-structure which describes all possible category sequences which would be tested when searching for a proof in the original sequent or Natural Deduction version of the Lambek calculus.
Other proof techniques based on proof nets and quantum graphs, which originate from (Linear) logic rather than from parsing theory, have been presented in Roorda's thesis 28]. These techniques provide new perspectives of Lambek theorem proving. It would be interesting to see how structure sharing among derivations and incremental sentence processing could be integrated into the proof net approach.
The use of a more general calculus of hypothetical reasoning, Hereditary Harrop Logic, has been proposed by Pareschi 23] , 24]. Its generality is basically due to its structural rules of weakening, contraction and permutation, which are non-existent in the Lambek calculus. However, it is exactly the e ects of the structural rules which are then excluded via extra-logical tools in order to make the logic appropriate for natural language parsing 24], 16].
Conclusion
In this paper, the traditional concept of chart parsing has been adapted to a rather general variant of the extended categorial grammars, the so-called Lambek categorial grammars. The new method has been described in terms of a set of inference rules which have been proved to be equivalent to the original rule set of the Lambek categorial grammars. Furthermore, the problem of \spurious ambiguities", i.e. the problem of producing a huge number of equivalent derivations, which occurs with the naive use of conventional parsing techniques for extended categorial grammars has been solved by the present method.
In Lambek categorial grammars, the mechanism for handling \traces", i.e. the movement of subphrases, can be subject to proof theoretic methods because of its realization as hypothetical reasoning, and furthermore, its actual implementation is hidden from the grammar writer. Thus, the grammar writer is relieved from the burden of implementing the \trace" handling rules in the grammar itself, as it is the case in most uni cation-based grammar formalisms, where the method of \gap threading" is applied.
Several authors have made suggestions how to extend the expressibility of the original Lambek calculus in order to cover a broader range of syntactic phenonema (cf. 22], 19], 6], 21]). In particular, the abstraction rules have to be relaxed to allow for non-peripheral extraction from phrases e.g. to describe non-contextfree phenomena like \cross-serial dependencies" which have been observed in certain natural languages. A notion of \extraction barrier" has to be added, e.g. by using modal operators. An extension of the present chart parsing method to include modal operators has been proposed in 8]. 
